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THE MOUNTED ROUND BALE UNROLLERS

Easier to use than any other type chain feeders on the market today. Being the most innovative, with 6 unique features you won’t find 
on any other bale feeder that makes it easier to use, more versatile, and saves your precious time. Recommended for farms feeding 
50-800 bales each year, the self-loading 3-point linkage mounted feeder is suitable for feeding out all but the tightest of round bales 
and baled silage, loose silage, maize, fodder-beet and more.

UNROLLA LX105

SPECIFICATIONS  

COVERED DRIVE SHAFTS

The covers keep the bearings 
clean and ensure longer  

bearing life, reducing 
maintenance and downtime.

TOUGHEST CHAIN 

Zinc-plated 12,000 lb chains with heavy 
duty rollers and pins make our chain drive 

system almost twice as strong as others. 
The greater wear surface on each roller 
increases chain life because they can’t 

stretch or snake. Fully enclosed chain and 
sprocket guides eliminate derailment. 

SNAPLOX AUTO-LATCH SYSTEM

The clever Snaplox auto-latch 
system saves you the time and 
hassle  of opening the tractor’s 

back window and tugging a rope to 
unlatch the cradle.  Uneven ground 

does not affect it as the feet will 
still push up enough to unlatch.

DUAL SIDE FEED 

A single lever control enables the 
LX105 to feed bales out to the left 

or right and gives precise control 
of the rate of feed.

TEETH 

Our unique, extra-strong 5 cm 
shark teeth are designed to 
prevent feed being dragged 

under the feeder by releasing it at 
precisely the right moment. Teeth 

can be angled for more aggression, 
or the whole bar can be unbolted 
or removed without breaking the 

chain or using a grinder.

LOW-MAINTENANCE BEARINGS 

The LX105 is equipped with our 
proven, greasable, self-aligning 

bearings with trash shields that will 
easily outlast any type of bush system.

BALE CHAMBER 

Even the stickiest bales are not a 
problem for our new bale chamber.  
It is steeper and deeper for feeding 

out a larger variety of bales and 
preventing roll out on steep terrain. 

Increased front and rear bale chamber 
enclosure reduces feed falling out, 

and a high security bar holds the bale 
securely in the chamber. 

FLOOR 

Fully enclosed floor design extends 
over the drive shafts, protecting 

them from wrapping, and eliminates 
wastage by preventing feed from 

falling out. Made from solid, 45 mm 
polyethylene, it is UV and shock 

resistant, and will not rust or corrode. 

Its extra slipperiness reduces the 
amount of torque needed and makes 

it easier to turn bales that would 
otherwise grip to a steel surface. 

CONNECT EITHER END

To simplify loading and connecting,  
we’ve allowed you to connect or load from 

either end of the cradle. This also allows 
operators to switch the direction the bale  

is being unrolled without unloading the bale, 
which makes feeding tighter bales on both 

sides of the passage in single-access barns 
much quicker and easier.

BALE SIZES ROUND:  Up to 5’ x 6’
BALE SIZES SQUARE:  Up to 3’ x 4’ x 7’ 
(requires optional rail/roller kit)
BALE WEIGHT:  Up to 1250 kg
UNIT WEIGHT:  480 kg  

CAPACITY:  1 bale
LENGTH:  2071 mm
WIDTH:  2055 mm
HEIGHT:  1051 mm 

LOADING:  Patented Snaplox self-loading system
HYDRAULICS REQUIRED:  1xdouble-acting (30-60 L/
mm), 2250-3000 psi
TYNES:  2 x forged high-tensile
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